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RECENT RESULTS ON 
NEW PARTICLE SEARCHES AT PETRA 
Abstract 
Recent searches for new particles at PETRA are reviewed. Results on heavy Iepton searches (charged 
and neutral), supersymmetry searches (SUSY partners of the electron, the photon, the W and Z 
gauge bosons, and the Higgs), and on searches for compositeness ( excited Ieptons and Ieptaquarks) 
are presented. 
NEUE ERGEBNISSE ZUR 
SUCHE NACH NEUEN TEILCHEN BEI PETRA 
Zusammenfassung 
Neue Ergebnisse zur Suche nach neuen Teilchen werden diskutiert. Ergebnisse zur Suche nach schw-
eren Leptonen (geladen und neutral), zur Suche nach Supersymmetrie (SUSY Partner des Elektrons, 
des Photons, der W und Z Eichbosonen und der Higgs Teilchen), und zur Suche nach Substrukturen 
(angeregte Leptonen und Leptaquarks) werden vorgestellt. 
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1 Introduction 
The Standard Model of electroweak and strong interactions gives a very simple and elegant view of 
the spectrum of fundamental particles and their interactions. Although at present it describes all ex-
perimental observations with remarkable accuracy it leaves many fundamental questions unanswered: 
• what determines the quark and Iepton mass spectrum ? 
• why are there at least 3 repetitive fermion families ? 
• a fundamental theory should unify all interactions, including gravity 
• what stabilizes the Riggs mass with respect to radiative corrections ? 
This partial list illustrates the need to beyond the Standard Model. Prominent candidates for such a 
theory are compositeness where part or all of the Standard Model particles are thought to be composite 
particles and supersymmetry which proposes a symmetry between bosons and fermians by introducing 
a fermionic partner for each boson and vice versa. Unambigious guidelines on the way beyond the 
Standard Model can only corne from the finding or non finding of new particles not accounted for by 
the Standard Model. 
High energy e+ e- collisions are a good place to look for the production of new particles. Before 
discussing specific searches I would like to make some general remarks on new particle production 
mechanisms in e+ e- collisions. The most simple case is the pair production of charged particles via 
single photon annihilation (Fig. 1a). The cross section depends on charge, spin, and mass of the 
particle: 
a(e+e---+ x+ x-) = Q 2 ß(S;ß
2
)171LIJ for spin 1/2 
a(e+e---+ x+ x-) = Q2 ~ß3 allll for spin 0 
Here a!AfJ. stands for the lowest order QED J.l pair cross section. Fig. 2 illustrates the threshold behavior 
for pair production of spin 0 and spin 1/2 particles. In the spin 0 case the cross section is suppressed 
e~xo 
y +j X -
e (e) 
(d) 
Figure 1: New particle production processes in 
e+ e- collisions. 
(a): pair production of a charged particle (e.g. 
e+e-->L+L-) 
(b): pair production of a neutral particle via virtual 
Z 0 exchange ( e.g. e+ e- ----> N N) 
( c): single production of a charged particle together 
with a neutral one in e1 collisions ( e.g. e+ e- ----> ( e )e1) 
(d): new particle in the propagator (e.g. e+ e- ----> 11 







Figure 2: Threshold behavior for pair 
production of a m = 20 GeV, [Q[ = 1 
partricle w.th spin 0 and spin 1/2. 
by a ß3 threshold factor and by a factor 1/4 due to spin statistics. Neutral particles can be pair 
produced by annihilation into a (at present energies virtual) Z 0 . Fo · instance, at present PETRA 
energy ( .JS = 44 Ge V) the neutrino pair production cross section is: 
Correspondingly, the total cross section for Z 0 production at PETRA is 
This rneans that "" 900 Z 0 's have been produced at each of the four PETRA interaction regions. Seen 
this way, at present PETRA (and PEP) are the largest Z 0 factories a··ailable! This large production 
rate opens up the possibility to search for unusual Z 0 decays at presEnt energy e+ e- colliders. ( c.f. 
searches for rnonojets frorn Z 0 decays at PETRA and PEP [1] which v·ill not be discussed here.) 
Obviously, pair production of new particles is lirnited to rnasses b.~low the bearn energy. Higher 
rnasses can be probed in the associated production of a charged par1 icle tagether with a (possibly 
light) neutral one in q collisions (Fig. 1c). This process is sensitive tc rnasses up to .JS- mx"· 
Particles with rnasses above the c.rn. energy can still be detected as virtual particles in the 
propagator (Fig. 1d). 
Although lirnited in the available c.rn. energy, as cornpared to hadroll colliders, e+ e- rnachines offer 
a very clean laboratory where potential new processes would stick out clearly over a weil understood 
background. 
Each of the four PETRA experirnents now has collected a data sarnple of ..v 50 pb- 1 at c.rn. 
energies araund 44 GeV with a peak energy of 46.78 GeV. During the last shutdown in winter 85/86 
RF cavities were rernoved and PETRA is running now at .JS= 35 G€: V. The reason for running at 
this reduced energy is a threefold increase in lurninosity cornpared to the high energy running. 
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In this review I will concentrate on the following topics on most of which new results were obtained 
recently: 




1. searches for e and 1 (in particular search for single photans) 
2. searches for gauginos (z and w ) and higgsinos 
e Compositeness 
1. limi ts on the preon mass scale 
2. search for excited Ieptons (e*, 11-•, r*) 
3. search for Ieptaquarks 
For a summary of searches not covered here I refer to previous reviews [ 1]. 
2 Heavy Leptons 
The repetitive nature of the three known fermion generations suggests a search for new Ieptons of a 
possible fourth generation. 
2.1 Charged Heavy Lepton 
A new charged lepton would be pair produced via one photon annihilation with a cross section (ne-
glecting Z 0 effects) 
a(e+e---> L+ L-) = ß(3 ; ß
2
) ap.p. 
w here a l-lll is the 11- pair cross section. 
y L--{<N~~ 
v,q' 
Figure 3: Pair production and decay of a sequential heavy Iepton. 
It is expected to decay via W exchange into a lighter lepton and neutrinos or into hadrons and 
neutrino with a leptanie branching fraction of ,...., 3 · 11%. A general signature is missing energy and 
momentum carried away by neutrinos (Fig. 4). 
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Figure 4: Signatures of heavy Iepton pair production and decay. The table summarizes recent PETRA Iimits. 
The signature from which the actual Iimit was derived is underlined. 
CELLO [2], JADE [3], and MARK-J [4] searched for these signatures in their high energy data 
obtaining lower mass Iimits of 22.1, 22.7, and 22.5 GeV respectivly. These Iimits assume a vanishing 
mass for the fourth generation neutrino although they are quite insensitive to mN and hold up to 
ffiN ::::._ 3/4mL. 
2.2 Neutral Heavy Lepton 
One should not be discouraged by the fact that a charged fourth generation Iepton must be too heavy 
to be produced at PETRA. When looking at the Iepton mass spectrum (Fig. 5) one observes that 
there is plenty of room for massive neutrinos, in particular since there may be indications of a finite 
electron neutrino mass [5]. A multi-GeV fourth generation neutrino tagether with a charged Iepton 
above 22 Ge V would fit nicely into this mass pattern. A heavy neutrino can be pair produced in 
e+ e- annihilation via Z 0 exchange with a cross section of 
a(e+e- ~ NN) = ß(31ß2 )a11,.v,. a 11,.v,. = 1.1pb at yfs = 44GeV 
If the neutrinos had a finite mass, mixing between the Iepton generations would occur and the new 
heavy neutrino would decay via W exchange into Ieptons and a neutrino (BR "" 3 · 11% if mN > mr) 
or into Iepton and quarks (BR "'67%). The lifetime depends on the neutrino mass and on the mixing 
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Figure 5: Mass pattern of the first three 
Iepton generations. Also indicated are the 
present Iimits on neutrino masses [5]. There 
are indications of a finite Vr: mass in the range 
from 17- 40 e V although another group quotes 
a limit of < 20 eV. 
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Figure 6: Pair production and charged current decay of a heavy neutrino. 





Figure 7: Signatures of heavy neutrino pair production investigated by CELLO 
( a): mixing matrix element sufficiently large to give a short decay length less than ~ 1 cm. In all three cases 
there are at least two Ieptons. 
(b): fiight path sufficiently long to give rise to two seperated secondary vertices inside the tracking chamber. 
2.2.1 short lived heavy neutrino 
To study this case use was made of the (at least) two Ieptons in the final state. The basic selection 
requirements were 
• 2 Ieptons ( e or 11) of the same flavour and opposite charge, one of them isolated by at least 18° 
• at least two more additional tracks 
For events with exactly four tracks some missing energy and momentum was required to suppres oA 
QED background from e+ e- ---> ee ll. 
Two candidate events (one e+ e- X and one 11+ J-L- X) were observed compatible with the expected 
background from oA QED processes. Supposing for the moment that UNe or U N f.l. is large enough 
such that the decay occurs close to the interaction region, the following neutrino mass range can be 
excluded at 95 % C.L.: 
3.1 GeV < mN < 18.0 Ge V if N-e coupling dominant 
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2.2.2 long lived heavy neutrino 
Figure 8: Limits on fUN,.f 2 or fUN 11 12 
as function of the heavy neutrino mass. 
Also indicated are previous Iimits on 
fUNcl 2 (dashed lines) and fUN 1,f 2 (dash--
dotted lines) from 1r and K decays 
and from the CHARM experiment. For 
comparison, also a recent Iimit from 
a secondary vertex search at MARK 
li is shown [7]. The diagonal line 
corresponds to a neutrino flight path 
1ßcr = lm for e+ e- __, N N at JS= 
44 GeV. 
To extend the sensitivity to smaller mixings between the Iepton generations and thus larger N lifetimes, 
a search for secondary vertices was made. The essential cuts were 
• at least four charged particle tracks 
• an average impact parameter d of the tracks ;:::: lern 
• at least half of the tracks should have d ;:::: lern 
After a visual scan no candidate event with two separate vertices is observed. 
Fig. 8 shows the excluded heavy neutrino mass region as a function of the mixing with the first or 
second generation. This analysis improves the existing Iimits in the high mass region. Note, however, 
that the Iimit in this form holds only if either /UNe] 2 or /UNttl 2 » /UNr] 2 . 
Table 1: The Standard Model particles 





standard particle !Ai!= 1/2 SUSY partner 
j = 1/2 
qL,qR q = u,d,s, ... 
IL,In I= e,j.l,r 
VL 
j = 1 
g 
1 
Z 0 , w 
j = 0 
H{ H~ 
Hf H:i 
j = 0 
qL, lfn q = u,d,s, ... 
Ii, in l=e,,..,r 
iiL 






j = 3/2 
G Gravitino 
The main feature of supersymmetric models [8] is the prediction of a partner for each known particle 
with the same couplings and quantum numbers except spin which differs by IAil = 1/2. In this 
case many divergencies in Feynman graphs are cancelled, since the fermions and bosons contribute 
equally with opposite signs, provided the supersymmetric particles arenot too heavy. The absence of 
mass degenerate supersymmetric partners of the known particles shows that supersymmetry must be 
broken. The details of this symmetry breaking are unknown. Therefore there are no firm predictions 
for the masses of the supersymmetric particles. 
Table 1 summarizes the minimal SUSY extension of the Standard Model. Note that two Riggs 
doublets are needed to preserve the one to one correspondence between Riggsand higgsino states. In 
general, the SUSY partners of the gauge bosons and the Riggs particles are expected to mix forming 
so-called neutralino and chargino mass eigenstates. 
SUSY particles carry a (in most models) conserved quantum nurober R-parity. For this reason, 
they can be produced only in associated production. Of particular phenomenological importance is the 
lightest SUSY particle (LSP) since all SUSY particles eventually will decay into it. It is favoured tobe 
uncolored and neutral. Moreover it is stable (R-parity conservation) and only weakly interacting, i.e. 
v-like. Therefore a general signature for supersymmetric processes is missing energy and momentum 
carried away by the LSP. LSP candidates are [9] the photino, the neutral higgsino the scalar neutrino, 
or a spin 1/2 Goldstino G appearing in globally supersymmetric models [10]. 
3.1 Unstable Photino 
If a light Goldstino is the LSP the photino is expected to decay into a photon and a Goldstino (see 
Fig. 9b) with a lifetime r = 81rd2 jm'i. (see Ref. [11]) where d characterizes the scale of supersymmetry 
1 
breaking. In locally supersymmetric models, however, the Goldstino is absorbed into a massive spin 
3/2 gravitino. 
Another LSP candidate is the neutral higgsino. In this case the photino would decay into a photon 
and a higgsino ( see Fig 9c). For a wide range of parameters ( m~, mh, mt, rny, 1 - h mixing) the 
photino lifetime is sufficiently short such that the decay occurs i~side a detector [ 12]. This scenario 
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Figure 9: Diagrams for photino pair prod uction ( a) and decay into photon and Goldstino (b) or photon and 
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( a): Excluded domain in photino and scalar electron mass for unstable photinos decaying inside the detector. 
(b): Excluded 1 mass as function of the SUSY breaking scale d ( assuming m;-: = 40 Ge V). 
was discussed by G .L. Kane [13] as a possibility to weaken the missing Pt signature of photinos, thus 
making more room for SUSY reactions in the pp collider data. 
Photinos can be pair produced in e+ e- interactions by t-channel exchange of a scalar electron (see 
Fig. 9a.). The subsequent decay into photon and one of the LSP's discussed above produces, in case 
of a heavy photino, an acoplanar pair of photans with missing energy and momentum carried away 
by the unobserved LSP's, whereas for a light photino its decay photans are boosted into the original 
photino direction giving rise to a pair of collinear photans with missing energy. All four PETRA 
experiments [14,15,16,17]looked for these signatures and did not observe any candidates. 
Fig lOa shows the status of the relevant searches. The indicated region in photino and scalar 
electron mass is excluded if the photino decays inside the detector in a photon and a light penetrating 
particle, independent of any specific model. For this reason further searches discussed below assume 
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Figure 11: e and 1 production processes in 
e+ e- annihilation 
(a): e pair production 
(b): single e production 
( c): radiative 1 pair production 
an invisible photino ( either stable or long lived or decaying invisibly, e.g. into vv). 
Fig. lOb indicates the excluded domain in photino mass and SUSY breaking scale d in the frame-
work of the light Goldstino model discussed above. 
3.2 Combined Searches for e and 1 , invisible 1 
Searches for scalar electrons and photinos have been carried out by looking for the processes shown 
in Fig. 11. 
Pair production of e 's followed by the decay e ---+ e1 results in an acoplanar pair of electrons 
and missing energy and momentum in the unobserved photinos. Obviously, this process is limited to 
~ < Ebeam· 
Higher e masses up to Js - m~ can be reached in the production of a single e and a 1 m 
the collision of a beam electron with a radiated quasi real photon (Fig. 11 b.). The signature for 
Figure 12: e and 1 masses excluded 
from pair production (contour A), and 
single production (contour B) of scalar 
electrons. Contour C indicates a Iimit 




single 1 trigger threshold ( f = 50%) 2.0 Ge V x"' ~ .1 
search region 
50mrad minimum veto angle 8min 
time resolution on showers 
shower angular resolution 
data sample 
flt = 45(25)ns for E"' = 2{> 4)GeV 
3.5° in two projections 
37 pb- 1 at ....(<8> = 42.6 GeV 
Table 2: Summary of the CELLO detector paramet.ers relevant to the single photon search. 
this reaction is a single hard electron from the e decay and nothing eise in the detector ( the second 
electron escapes unobserved along the beam pipe). 
e pair production was studied by all four PETRA experiments [13,18,16,19] while single e pro-
duction was investigated by CELLO [13] and JADE [18]. The CELLO Iimits an e and 1 mass are 
indicated in Fig. 12. 
3.3 Search for Single Photons (CELLO) 
CELLO [20] studied a third possibility to search for scalar electrons and photinos, namely to tag 
(invisible) 1 pair production by a photon radiated in the initial state (Fig. llc) very similar to the 
v-counting reaction e+ e- -t /Vii. The signature is a single photon in the detector and nothing eise. 
The single photon spectrum is of the Bremsstrahlung type peaked at low energies and small angles 
with respect to the electron beam. This requires a low trigger threshold for single photans and a !arge 
acceptance for the trigger photon. 
In order to be able to reject QED background from radiative Bhabha scattering and photon pair 
production hermetic calorimetry down tosmall angles is essential (see Fig. 13). 
y 
Figure 13: QED background processes in the single photon search. This background can be kinematically 
excluded by a hermetic e.m. calorimetry if Xt-y = E~-y I E'""'" > 28".,.... For practical purposes Xt-y ::., emi71 is 
sufficient. since the dominant background contribution is the virt.ual Compton configuration of Bhabha scattering 
were one electron is scattered und er ~ 0°. 
Another important background are cosmic showers in the calorimeter. They can be suppressed by 
1. timing cuts on the calorimeter energy sum signals, 
2. requiring that the shower points back to the interaction region, 
3. cuts on the lateral and longitudinal shower development and 
4. on the hit pattern in the central drift chamber. 
Fig. 14 shows a single photon event in the CELLO detector and Table 2 summarizes the relevant 
detector parameters. 
The ultimate background for this reaction are single photans from radiative neutrino pair produc-
tion. 




Figure 14: Example of an event with a single photon in the barre} calorimeter vetoed in the hole tagger. 
(a): The various components of calorimetric coverage are indicat.ed: barre} (B) and end cap (EC) lead-liquid 
argon calorimeter, hole tagger (HT, a simple lead scintillator to veto photons between barrel and end cap 
calorimeter) and forward lead glass array (FW). The wiggled line indicates the direction of the additional 
photon detected in the hole tagger. ' 
(b): Data of the calorimeter module containing the shower. The lead strips of the seven layers in the U direction 
run parallel to the beam, those of the 7 layers in V direction transverse to it, and those of the 5 layers in W 
direction at 45° with respect to U and V. The magnification varies with depth such that a shower pointing to 
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Me(GeVNl 
Figure 15: 90% C.L. limits on e and 1 mass obtained by the search for single photons assuming mass 
degenerate partners of the left- and right-handed electron (A) or mv » mv (B). 
f'L en 
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ter and no other signals in the deteetor and applying eosmie rejeetion euts 30 events remained. They 
eould be unambigiously rejeeted by a visual scan as beam gas or beam wall interaetions with unre-
eonstrueted traeks or as cosmie showers, thus leaving no candidate event. The efficieney of the trigger 
and the seleetion proeedure was monitared by control samples of 
1. single electron events from radiative Bhabha seattering triggered by a hit in the end cap 
or forward calorimeter, 
2. photans from ee1 final states, and 
3. 'empty' events taken at random beam erossings. 
For the analyzed data sample .68 events are expeeted from radiative v pair production giving a 
51 % probability to observe no event. The 90 % C.L. upper Iimit on the number of light neutrino 
speeies obtained from this analysis is 14.9. Combining this result with the most recent ones obtained 
by ASP [21] and MAC [22] in a similar analysis, one obtains a 90% (95%) C.L. Iimit of 8(10) on the 
total number of light neutrinos. 
Interpreting this result in terms of photino pair production, the e and 1 mass region indicated 
in Fig. 15 can be excluded. 
3.4 Gauginos 
The weak vector bosons w± and Z 0 are too heavy to be produced at present energy e+ e- colliders. 
On the other hand, many models predict their supersymmetrie partners, the wino w and zino z , to 
be lighter. First we will assume the z and w to be unmixed and postpone the discussion of gaugino 
higgsino mixing. 
3.4.1 Zinos 
In e+ e- interactions zinos can be produeed tagether with a 1 via e exchange (see Fig. 16a). The 
experimental signature for this reaction of eourse depends on the decay modes of the zino. Depending 
on the SUSY mass spectrum, various seenarios are possible: 
heavy gluino (m; > m;), heavy sneutrino (mv- > m;): 
In this case the zino decays via scalar exchange into an fermion anti-fermion pair and a photino 
(diagram b,e in Fig. 16). In case of equal scalar quark and Iepton masses one expects a leptanie 
branching fraction of 13 % per Iepton generation. The signature is an acoplanar Iepton resp. jet pair 
or, for smaller zino masses, a single jet with an empty opposite hemisphere. 
light gluino (m; < m;): 
In this case the dominant zino decay would be hadronically into qqg followed by g -+ qq1 ( diagrams 
d,m in Fig. 16), due to the stronger hadronic qqg eoupling. Also here one expects acoplanar jets resp. 
single jets. 
light sneutrino (mv- < m;): 
Perhaps the scalar neutrino is the lightest SUSY particle [23]. Then the zino would decay exclusively 
into an invisible vv final state (Fig. 16e) and the only possibility to put Iimits on its mass would be 
initial state radiation tagging similar to e+ e- -+ 111 and e+ e- -+ /VV discussed above. 
MARK-J has searched for leptanie zino decays [24], while CELLO [14] and JADE [25] considered 
both hadronie and leptanie final states. Figs. 17a and b show excluded zino masses for different decay 
scenarios. 
(a) 
c;. ___ T<(t T 
L.----..;: 
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l " " " _. 
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Z---< ~v (e) 
Figure 16: z and w production and decay 
processes (x stands for a chargino, a mixture 
of w and charged higggsino 'h± ). For a dis-
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Figure 17: Limits on z production assuming m,:: > rn;'· 
( a): m-v > m-v, combined Iimit including searches for acoplanar Ieptons, acoplanar jets, and single jets. y z 
(b): m-v < m-v, assuming the zino to decay 100% into qqg. y z 
Figure 18: Limits on w masses 
(a): 
m---, m-v > m~: excluded mass as 
lj L1 W 
a function of the wino leptonic 
branching ratio. 
(b): 
m-v < m~: excluded w and v 
V W 
masses 
A e+ e- -+ w+w- (equal decay 
widths into ev , J.tv, rv) 
B e+e- -+ 'h+'h- (100% branch-
ing ration into rl/) 
c e+e- -+ (e)wv 

























Winos ean be pair produeed via one photon annihilation and via t-ehannel sneutrino exehange. Similar 
to the zino ease various deeay seenarios are possible: 
heavy gluino (mg > m;v), heavy sneutrino (ml/' > m;v): 
The wino deeays into lv1 or qq'1 via W or via sealar exehange (Fig. 16 h-k) with a leptanie branehing 
fraetion of 0(10%) per Iepton generation. One expects aeoplanar Iepton and jet pairs. 
light gluino (mg < m;v): 
The wino deeays dominantly hadronieally into qq'g, followed by g ---? qq1 (Fig. 16 l,m). Winos are 
pair produeed, so that one has 8 quarks in the final state resulting in spherieal events with relatively 
small missing Pt. 
light sneutrino (m; < m;v): 
lf the scalar neutrino is light the winos deeays exclusively into lV final states (Fig. 16n) with the 
sneutrino eseaping unseen, resulting in a final state of two aeoplanar Ieptons. 
MARK-J[24] has looked for acoplanar Ieptons, while JADE[26] and CELL0[14] also searehed for 
aeoplanar jets (see Fig. 18). Moreover, CELLO and JADE looked for an excess of spherieal events 
from w ---? qq1g and exclude this decay mode for wino masses of up to 22.4 Ge V. We ean eonclude that 
winos below 22 Ge V are exeluded for ALL potential wino deeay modes. 
lf the scalar neutrino is light, wino masses above the beam energy ean be probed by the single 
production of winos in e1 eollisions (see Fig. 16 o,p), the signature being a single Iepton and an 
eseaping sneutrino from the wino decay w -+ IV. This proeess was studied by CELLO [14] and 
MARK-J [24]. Contour C in Fig. 18b indicates the CELLO Iimit. Pair produetion of sealar eleetron 
neutrinosvia w exchange, tagged by an radiative photon (see Fig. 16 q,r), is sensitive to even higher 
w masses. w and v masses excluded by the CELLO single photon seareh [20] are indieated by 
eontour D in Fig. 18b. 
3.4.3 Gaugino Higgsino Mixing 
In general, photino, zino, and the neutral higgsinos are expected to mix forming so called neutralino 
mass eigenstates, while winos and charged higgsinos may mix forming eharginos [27 ,28]. 
In e+ e- ---? 1 z a higgsino admixture in the zino would eause a lowered produetion cross seetion 
due to the small h e e eoupling while the zino decay properties would be essentially unaltered [27]. 
If the wino in e+ e- ---? w+ w- is replaeed by a charged higgsino only the one photon annihilation 
amplitude contributes to production. The deeay of a eharged higgsino is expeeted to proceed via W 
exehange [28] giving a signature identieal to wino pair produetion. In ease the sealar neutrino is light 
the dominant deeay will be h---? ril, giving rise to an acoplanar r pair. CELLO and JADE also studied 
this signature (see Fig. 18, contour B) so that the Iimit m > 22 Ge V also holds for a eharged higgsino. 
The cross seetion for single w produetion and i1 pair production via w exchange, however, would 
be redueed by a higgsino admixture, so that these Iimits are valid only for a relatively pure wino. 
4 Compositeness 
Compositeness of all or part of the Standard Model particle zoo eould show up experimentally either 
by deviations from Standard Model predictions in known processes or by direet produetion of new 
particles expeeted in eomposite models. 
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'7LL '7RR '7RL = '7LR CELLO JADE MARK-J PLUTO TASSO 
A!L 1 0 0 1.1 .8 .9 1.1 .7 
ALL -1 0 0 1.2 1.5 1.0 .8 1.9 
A~R 0 1 0 1.1 .8 .9 1.1 .7 
Aiw 0 -1 0 1.2 1.5 1.0 .8 1.9 
Atv 1 1 1 2.4 2.4 1.7 2.2 1.9 
Avv -1 -1 -1 2.7 2.9 2.4 1.9 2.9 
A1A 1 1 -1 1.9 2.2 2.3 2.0 2.0 
AAA -1 -1 1 2.5 2.7 .9 1.6 2.3 
Table 3: 95% C.L. Iimits on the preon mass scale (in TeV) obtained from Bhabha scattering by CELLO [30], 
JADE [31], MARK-J [32], PLUTO [33], and TASSO [34]. 
4.1 Limits on the Preon Mass Scale 
If the fermians were built from preons one, would expect residual contact interactions which would 
modify cross sections for Standard Model processes. In Bhabha scattering, for instance, an additional 
contact interaction amplitude besides 1 and Z 0 exchange would show up (Fig. 19). 
Figure 19: The lower order amplitude for e+ e- ---> e+ e- in the Standard Model and and the additional 
amplitude due to contact. interactions expected in preon models. 
A model independent parametrisation for this contact interaction was proposed by Eichten et 
al.[29]: 
(1) 
were g is the preon coupling constant and A is the preon mass scale. Fig. 20 illustrates the expected 
deviation in the differential Bhabha scattering cross section for compositeness scales of order Te V. 
Table 3 summarizes the PETRA Iimits on the preon mass scale from Bhabha scattering. The 
preon binding force is assumed to be strong (g 2 j 47r = 1) at present Q 2. 
Figure 20: The differential cross section for 
e+ e- -> e+ e- normalized to the Standard 
Model expectation together with the devia-
tions expected for different preon mass scales 
and assumptions on the chiral structure of the 
contact interaction. The preon binding force 
is assumed tobe strong (g2 /47r = 1). 
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The most direct evidence for lepton compositeness would come from the observation of excited lepton 
states /" decaying into the lepton ground state and a photon. This decay involves a 1l/' coupling 
which can be described by the following Lagrangian 
+ h. c. (2) 
were M* is the excited lepton mass and A is a dimensionless parameter describing the strength of this 
coupling relative to the normal QED type coupling. 
Excited leptons can be pair produced (Fig. 21 a,b) giving rise to a lh'l final state with two equal 
mass h mass combinations. Amplitude (a) is independent of the coupling strength A. Possible form 
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e- [* elt 
Figure 21: Excited Iepton produc-
(a) (b) 
tion mechanisms (a - d), pair produc-
e+ [* + e* tion (a, b) and single production (c, e 
d). Diagrams (b) and ( d) are for ex-
cited electrons only. ( e) shows pho-
ton pair production via e* exchange. 
The full circles indicate a 1W coupling e- e- e 
proportional to the (unknown) coupling (c) (d) 
strength >. in equation 2. 
y 
(e) 
factor effects can be safely neglected at present energies since the compositeness scale must be greater 
than a few Te V as discussed before. CELLO [35] (JADE) have searched for this signature in their 
high energy data and obtain 95% C.L. mass Iimits for the e*, 11-', and r• of 23.0 (23.1 [1]), 23.0, and 
22.7 (22.5 [36]) GeV respectively, independent of >.. 
l" masses above the beam energy can be probed by single I" production via diagrams ( c, d) in Fig. 
21, giving rise to l/1 final states. Background from a 3 QED processes can be suppressed by looking 
for a peak in the h invariant mass spectrum (Fig. 22). In case of single e· production the 'virtual 
Campton' configuration of diagram (D) is dominant [37] for the mass region of interest ( m1• > E&eam). 
Here one electron is scattered under a small angle and stays unobserved in the beam pipe giving rise 
to an e 1 final state from the e' decay. 
A virtual e" in the propagator (Fig. 21e) modifies the e+e- ----t 11 cross section even for e* masses 
above the c.m. energy. 
Fig. 23a shows Iimits from CELLO [35] and JADE [1] on >. as function of the the e* mass from 
pair production (independent of >.), single production, and e· propagator effects in e+ e- ----t II· Fig. 
23b indicates the corresponding Iimits for excited ~t's and r's. 
4.3 Search for Leptoquarks 
4.3.1 The CELLO dimuon event 
As a motivation for the following discussions on Ieptaquarks I would like to remind the reader of a 
peculiar dimuon dijet event observed by the CELLO collaboration back in 1984 [38] at vs= 43.45 
GeV. Fig. 24a shows the event in momentum space. Remarkable properties are 
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Figure 22: Invariant h mass spectrum for 1-L/1-''1 (a, 2 entries per event) and (e)e1 (b, 1 entry per event) final 
states tagether with the expectation from a 3 QED. The h mass resolution obtained by kinematic fitting is ~ 
300 MeV in both cases. No significant peak is observed. 
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Figure 23: Limits on excited Iepton couplings ). as function of the I* mass for an excited electron (a) and for 
excited 1-L's and r's (b). The wiggliness of the limit from single e* and single 1-L• production refiects statistical 







Figure 24: (a): momentum diagram of the dimuon event in the 11+11- plane 
(b): Feynman diagram for e+ e- -+ ,.,. -+ 11+ 11,- qq. 





49 high and similar Jl momenta of,...., 1/2 Ebeam (Pil+ = 11.0 ± 2.5GeV, pll- = 12.6 ± 3.2GeV) 
411 the extreme planarity of the event ( < Pt,aut > of the hadrons w.r.t. the 11+ 11- plane is only 270 
MeV) 
~ high and similar 11-jet masses close to Js/2 (m!J-jeti = 22.5 ± 1.6, m!J+jet 2 = 19.4 ± 1.3) 
These features are suggestive of the pair production just above threshold (i.e. almost at rest) of a 
heavy object decaying back to back into a muon and a jet. 
The most likely conventional source for such an event topology is nA QED pair production of two 
offshell photans decaying into 11+ 11- and qq (Fig. 24 b). The probability for QED to produce Jl/1 and 
qq masses as high or higher than the observed ones was estimated to be PQED = 3 · w-4 based on a 
data sample of 4 pb- 1 . This estimate does not take into account the planarity of the event. However, 
since then no further event of this type was observed by any of the PETRA experiments. Combining 
the data samples at Js """ 44 Ge V and Js "' 35 Ge V (no threshold effect is involved in the QED 
process) of all 4 PET RA experiments the probability to observe such an event from QED rises to "' 
3%. 
4.3.2 Leptaquark searches 
If Ieptons were built from coloured preons one would expect colour octet Iepton states and colour 
triplet leptoquarks. These objects could be a candidate for a particle decaying into Iepton and jet. 
This interpretation of the CELLO dimuon event is discussed if Refs. [39,40]. Leptaquark masses are 
expected to be of the order of the compositeness scale, i.e. above a few TeV. In Ref. [40], however, 
the possibility of a light spinless Ieptaquark goldstone boson is discussed. In this model three light 
Ieptaquark bosons of charge 2/3 are expected, one for each family: 
XI ---+ u Ve or d e+ 
X2 ---+ c vll or s 11+ 
X3 ---+ t Vr or b r+ 
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These particles could be pair produced in e+ e- annihilation with a cross section 
( +- -)- 213 a e e --t XiXi - 3Q 4ß ai-'IL' 
e l,v 
e q,q' 
Figure 25: Feynman diagrams for leptoquark pair production and decay 
The CELLO dimuon event is a natural candidate for pair production and muonic decay of a second 
generation leptoquark with a mass of"' 20 Ge V. To further investigate this possibility, CELLO [41] and 
JADE [42] made a systematic search for all three decay signatures of a second generation leptoquark 
(Fig. 26) 
X V ' ' ,' , , ' 
l1 l1 V l1 v' 'V 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 26: Signatures for pair production and decay of a second generation leptoquark: 
J.LJ.LJJ (a), J.Ljj Pt (b), and h' Pt (c) 
The only unknowns in such a search are the Ieptaquark mass and its relative branching ratio into 
cv11 compared to SJ..l+. CELLO (JADE) observe 1(1), 0(1), and 2(0) events for the topologies J..lJ..lJJ', 
J..lJJ ffJt, and jj ffJt (see Fig. 26) respectively. Except for the CELLO dimuon event these candidates 
are compatible with known background sources. Fig. 27 shows the excluded leptoquark masses as a 
function of the muonic branching fraction. This analysis makes the Ieptaquark interpretation of the 
CELLO event unlikely, although it is interesting to note that it can not be completely excluded (see 
Fig. 27). However, Ieptaquarks of mass ,....., 20 Ge V should be produced sufficiently copiously in high 
energy pp collisions to check this hypothesis at the CERN SppS collider. 
5 Summary 
Recent results on new particle searches at PETRA were reviewed. No evidence was found for new 
heavy Ieptons, neither charged nor neutral. Improved Iimits on mass and coupling of a heavy neutrino 
were shown. 
Searches were made for the supersymmetric signatures 
• acoplanar Iepton, photon, and jet pairs 
• single Ieptons, single photons, and single jets 
• an excess of spherical events. 
Figure 27: Excluded second generation lep-
toquark masses as function of the muonic 
brauehing ratio. Also indicated is the ob... 
served Jt - jet mass of the CELLO dimuon 
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No unexpected signal was observed in any of these signatures and improved mass Iimits an scalar 
electrons, photinos, gauginos, and higgsinos were obtained. 
Searches for excited Ieptons of the electron, muon, and tau type were negative. A systematic 
search for light Ieptaquark scalar bosons makes the Ieptaquark interpretation of the CELLO dimuon 
event unlikely. 
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